iBrows Tattoo Removal Instructions

1. One week before the procedure, during a consultation with your client you need to
do a patch test to see if the product is appropriate for the her. Check for any
contra indicators: acne outbreak, mole, skin diseases, etc. Do not work on
pregnant women, or any client who has medical issues.

2. You might consider to numb the client’s brows. If you decide to numb, do it during
the actual procedure. You might pre-numb before the first pass, and you might
apply numb topical after every pass.

3. It’s recommended that you use a PMU machine with 1RS or 3RS needle cartridge.

4. Squeeze the removal product into a disposable, clean ring cup. Dispense the
neutralizer into another cup.

5. Fit the needle cartridge onto your machine. Wrap the machine and its cord with
disposable plastic bag or food wrap.

6. Plug the machine into the power outlet. Turn on the machine and adjust the needle
length so that about 0.5 mm of it is out of the plastic cartridge.

7. Dip the needle into the cup of removal product and let it suck up the liquid
solution. Always work with a fully loaded cartridge, so this means that after you do
2 or 3 pokes, you need to dip the needle into the cup again for more product.

8. With the needle fully loaded with the removal liquid, stretch the skin, position the
needle to be 90-degree, perpendicular to the skin. Poke the skin and penetrate the
skin with the needle. Do 2 to 3 pokes and deep the needle back into the cup to

load more liquid. Keep working quickly. Normally you would divide the brow area
into couple of sections, so you quickly finish section #1, then quickly move to
#2. When 60 seconds are up, go back to section #1 and wipe off the
solution/blood/lymph from the skin. Then quickly finish #2, and move on to section
#3. When 60 seconds are up, move back to #2 and wipe off the liquid. You got the
idea.

9. With step #8 above done, you have finished the first pass. If you want to do the
second pass, just repeat step #8. Any area that you missed during first pass, or
any area you see a lot of old pigment, work on it during second pass. You should
not do more than two passes.

10. The idea is this: work quickly and carefully, avoid too much damage to the skin
that might cause scar. Always be on the safe side: do not cause scar, and this
means do not go deeper than 0.5 mm. You need real reason for going deeper than
0.5 mm, and you need to know what you're doing if you decide to go deeper than
0.5 mm. iBrows Academy do not recommend going deeper than 0.5 mm.

11. Make sure you gently wipe off the product at the end of every pass. You will see
bleeding and lymph oozing out from the wounds, so just use cotton pads with
distilled water to wipe it off. Keep everything clean and neat. All soiled materials
need to be immediately disposed into a trash bag.

12. After all the passes are completed, quickly apply the neutralizer on the skin. Leave
the neutralizer on the skin for 60 seconds before wiping it off.

13. Ask the client to keep it clean and dry for the next 7 to 10 days. Let the scab form
and fall off naturally. Avoid exposure to sunlight. Do not peel off the scab.

